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Resources for Courses
Competition Policy Mini Briefs

Teacher Instructions
These case studies cover a range of incidents of anti-competitive behaviour by firms
or governments.

They can be used to introduce cases, which students can investigate in greater 
detail.

For each case, students could produce a report containing analysis of the market
failures involved, possible interventions to correct those and prevent them happening,
and their evaluation of the best solution.
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1 
background
Post-war, many countries established state-owned airlines. 
Governments took the lead due to the high capital costs of 
establishing and running airlines Flag carriers are transportation
companies,  such as an airline or shipping company, that, being
locally registered in a given state, enjoy preferential rights or 
privileges accorded by the government for international operations. 

There are now almost 150 national flag-carrier airlines, including
British Airways, KLM, Air France, SAS, Air China, Luxair and Air
Zimbabwe. 82 are state-owned, and a further 15 used to be.

Market Data
Nearly 1,400 airlines worldwide operate a global fleet of over
25,000 aircraft, and using almost 4,000 international airports. In
2014, airlines will safely transport some 3.3 billion passengers
and 50 million metric tons of cargo across a network of almost
50,000 routes. This connectivity has an immense economic 
footprint—58 million  jobs and $2.4 trillion of business activity.

Over a third of the value of goods traded internationally is delivered
by air. 

In 2013, the airline industry made a  collective profit of $12.9 
billion on revenues of $708 billion. That is a 1.8% net profit margin.
Put another way, airlines made a profit on  average of just $4.13
for every passenger carried.   Source – IATA report 2014.

The issue
In the last decade, global carriers have lost US$50 billion, caused
by factors including the events of September 11, high fuel prices,
flawed business models, and the global financial downturn. Some
carriers have been unable to service their debts and have sought
relief from their governments. 

In order to help their flag-carrier airline to compete against low-
cost airlines and in the global market, some governments are
prepared to subsidise their major airline.

The EU seeks to prevent governments  from doing this, as it is
deemed to be unfair competition.

Key Quotes
“If a route is good, someone will serve it. If it’s not, only a flag
carrier would serve it because someone decided it had to for
political or national pride reasons.” (Crankyflier.com, 2012)

Bloomberg news, February 2013 – “The European Low Fares
Airline Association, whose members include Ryanair Holdings
Plc and EasyJet Plc, said SAS’s credit line of 3.5 billion Swedish
krona ($550 million) is illegal state aid because it’s “effectively”
guaranteed by the Swedish, Danish and Norwegian governments
that own stakes in the carrier.”

2 
background
When the British Airports Authority was privatised
in 1987, BAA plc was established. The company
was responsible for operating all three London 
airports, Southampton airport, and Aberdeen, 
Edinburgh and Glasgow airports in Scotland.

The aim is to have a single enterprise that would
be able to take strategic decisions to plan ahead
for the airport capacity needed to meet the expected
growth in demand for air travel. This requires
substantial investment in airport facilities.

Market Data
BAA airports account for more than 60% of all passengers using UK airports. In
the south east, their airports at Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted and Southampton
account for 90% of all passengers,  and in Scotland their three airports carry
84% of passengers. 

BAA makes ‘landing charges’ to airlines for use of their airports. In 2007 the
maximum charge was £9.28 per passenger at Heathrow, and up to £4.91 at
Gatwick. In 2008, this charge rose to a maximum of £12.80 per passenger at
Heathrow, and £6.79 at Gatwick. 

The issue
It is clear that BAA had a very strong market 
position in the South East of England and in 
Scotland, and in 2007 the OFT questioned whether
this led to a reduction in the quality and service
available to passengers. They found that in areas
where ‘adjacent’ airports were under different 
ownership (eg Birmingham and East Midlands or
Cardiff and Bristol) there was evidence of 
competition.

Key Quotes
Dept for Transport – “The government's role is to ensure a policy and 
regulatory framework that serves the interests of airport users and the public.
We remain committed to the outcome of the sustainable delivery of new airport
capacity for the benefit of air transport users and the wider UK economy.”

Virgin Atlantic – “Monopolies are not good for consumers or for airlines,
because there is only one player you can talk to and only one player who
can invest in most of our airports in the UK. So this is certainly very welcome,
what the Competition Commission is saying... and we back all of it.” 

British Chambers of Commerce – “Businesses are heavily reliant on air
travel and at present, they are not receiving the level of service required.
Increasing competition in the market is a key tool in improving this situation.
However, we must not lose sight of the need to maintain Heathrow as a
global hub. The Commission's proposals must be considered in tandem
with essential expansion at Heathrow.”
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3 
background
UK grocery retailing is dominated by large multiple ‘supermarket’ chains. 

The grocery retail market was worth approximately £115bn in
2004, of which 75% was supplied by the major supermarkets. This
was almost half of all retail sales, (valued at £246 bn at the end of
2004 (ONS)), and 13.1 % of total household expenditure. Employment
in food and drink retailing exceeded 1.2 million in December 2005 –
almost 5 % of UK employees. Over 60 % of employees were part-
time or female (45 % were both part-time and female).

Profit margins of the main supermarkets ranged between 2% and
6% in 2004/5

Market Data

The issue
In January 2003, Morrisons supermarket chain launched a bid for
Safeway, valuing its rival at £2.9bn.

Morrisons, Sainsbury, Wal-Mart-owned Asda and Tesco, and Philip
Green (owner of BhS) quickly entered the market with counter-bids.
Morrisons, based in Bradford, was the UK's fifth largest food retailer,
with 119 stores mainly in the northern half of England, while Safeway,
based in Hayes in Middlesex, was the fourth largest with 479 stores.

The takeover would create a firm employing about 140,000 staff
in all. Morrisons planned to rename most of the Safeway stores
under its own brand and keep the Safeway name only on the group's
smaller stores - about 100. 

Key Quotes
David Webster, the chairman of Safeway, said – “In the last
three years Safeway has turned around, adding 1.5 million
customers and rebuilding profits. As our market place 
becomes increasingly competitive, a merger with Mor-
risons offers the best means of accelerating growth and
delivering greater value for customers and shareholders.”

Safeway's chief executive, Carlos Criado Perez, said – “This
merger provides a fast route through the next stage of our
strategy to increase the profitability of the portfolio." 

4 
background
The second-hand car market is large, with sales of approximately
£35 billion in 2008. Consumers rely on dealers to check a car's
history and to disclose any important information prior to sale.
Dealers dominate the used car market, accounting for 57.2% of
all used cars sold representing a massive 74.4% of the total market
value. Due to improvements in the build quality of new cars over
the last decade three-quarters (76.3%) of cars now make their
twelfth birthday and more than half (51.6%) are reaching the 14
year mark. These vehicles provide on-going income opportunities
for the retail motor sector.

Market Data
In 2008 Mintel estimated the value of second-hand cars sold in
2008 was around £35 billion. 

British Car Auctions Used Car Market data Report shows thatused
car sales hit 7.1 million units in 2012, with a value of £38.1 
billion, outperforming the total new car market value by £5.8 billion.

However, the average age of vehicles on UK roads reached a 30
year high at 7.59 years.  There was also  a 5% rise in households
without a car, with London recording a 12% increase in ‘no-car’
families.

The issue
In early 2010, an OFT study investigated the second-hand car
market. The study followed concerns about the large number of
consumer complaints relating to the sector.
The study found that the market was often not working well for
consumers. 
A significant minority of dealers appear to have a lack of interest
in customer care once a sale has been agreed, with poor standards
of after sales service and a disregard for their obligations under
sale of goods law where cars sold are not of satisfactory quality. 
It estimated that the total cost to consumers of fixing problems is
at least £85 million per year. In addition, a significant number of
dealers are failing to tell consumers whether they have carried
out pre-sale checks on a car’s history.

Key Quotes
John Fingleton, OFT Chief Executive, in 2008:“Buying a second-hand car is a
major and potentially difficult purchase, given the fact that many consumers
lack the necessary experience or knowledge to make an informed buying 
decision. We aim, particularly given the current financial climate, to look at the
entire process for consumers when buying a second-hand car and whether
existing regulation delivers sufficient robustness, confidence and clarity for
both the customer and car dealer.”

Tim Naylor, Editor of the annual BCA Used Car Market Report, in 2012: “Our 
research shows that the used car market has undergone some very subtle 
yet significant changes over the last 12 months.   Customer expectations in
the used car buying process continue to climb and there are changes in how
information is gathered when it comes to making used car buying decisions.” 

“Customer satisfaction levels with their used cars this year are among the
highest recorded by the BCA Used Car Market Report.  Dealers have been
working hard to improve the perception of the used car sector and the product
itself is of a much higher standard than even a decade ago. ”
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5 
background
Both the Conservative Party and the Labour Party agree that
pharmacies are an underexploited resource in terms of providing
healthcare, and the current Government has actively encouraged
the public to self-medicate. From 2005-09 the total number 
of outlets declined, reflecting the growing number of in-store
pharmacies operated by the major grocery chains, which tend to
take business from several independents in the area. All the UK
pharmacy businesses have suffered from declining profits
through two simultaneous pressures. One is the extent to which
supermarket chains such as Tesco, Sainsbury and Asda have
moved into the supply of over the counter products, often at
cheaper prices than those offered by specialist pharmacies. 
The second issue is the impact of NHS reforms, which have put
pressure on margins of pharmacy products, along with a greater
move towards generic, rather than branded drug products. 

Market Data
In 2009 retail sales by chemists and drugstores were worth
£13.47bn. The market showed strong growth from 2005 to 2009,
with sales climbing by 17.4%. However the sharp contraction in
the rate of growth of NHS spending by government will have a
dampening effect on the market for retail chemists.

Supernarkets account for over 40% of over-the-counter drug
sales in the UK. However, Boots has over 30% of the market with
more than 2,500 outlets, and Lloyds Pharmacy, the second-
biggest, has more than 1,600.

The ageing of the UK population will be a key factor driving 
demand for the products and services supplied by retail chemists
and drugstores over the next 20 years. 

The issue
Many independent high street pharmacies are being taken over
by Boots and Lloyds, as they can no longer compete with the major
players in the market, and as Boots and Lloyds seek to intensify
their competition against the grocery chains. Meanwhile, 
pharmacists who seek to operate an independent pharmacy 
have to register with the NHS, the General Pharmaceutical 
Council, and pay fees of several thousand pounds to do so.

Key Quotes
Independent Pharmacy Federation member Noel Baumber says:
“Community pharmacy is incredibly diverse, efficient and cost 
effective for patients and tax-payers: 

“The federation wishes to state that recent legislative changes
that have been sought and encouraged by the supermarkets
are now unfair and prejudicial to the infrastructure of the 
independent sector of community pharmacy and hence to the
interests of the general public.”

6 
background
The OFT accused cigarette manufacturers Imperial 
Tobacco and Gallaher, and retailers Tesco, Sainsbury,
Asda and Shell's forecourt business of co-ordinating
prices to the detriment of consumers.

This followed an investigation into dairy price fixing, in
which The OFT  found that Arla, Asda, Dairy Crest,
McLelland, Safeway, Sainsbury's, The Cheese Company,
Wiseman, and Tesco infringed the Competition Act by
co-ordinating rises in the prices consumers paid for 
certain dairy products in 2002 and, or 2003.estimated
that the collusion saw shoppers pay 2 pence extra for a
litre of milk and 2p extra on 100g of cheese. The regulator
originally calculated that an extra £270m was spent by
UK consumers as a result of the price fixing.

Market Data
The cigarette market was worth £3bn at the time 
(excluding tax). However, as both makers and sellers
are under investigation, the revenues of both are taken
into account, thus doubling the value. So the maximum
possible fine would be 10% of £6bn, or £600m.

However the OFT's fines in recent comparable cases
have been averaging 6% of turnover - which in this
case would translate into £360m.

The fines imposed for the dairy price-fixing are shown
here. 

The first eight all received leniency, after admitting
liability. Arla, the dairy, received immunity from all fines
because it blew the whistle on the price fixing of milk.

The issue
the OFT feared that between 2001 and 2003 there was
an illegal dampener on proper price competition in 
cigarettes because retailers allegedly told manufacturers
of their pricing plans and those manufacturers then 
allegedly conveyed that pricing information to other 
retailers.

A separate allegation was that there was an understanding
between each retailer and each manufacturer from
2000 to 2003 that the price of certain cigarette brands
would be linked to those of rival brands.

Key Quotes
Dairy prices – “The OFT said that in-store prices went up after the collusion,
but the amount received by farmers did not increase. However, the firms
insist that the farm gate price paid for milk did rise and that they were not
ripping off customers.”

Wiseman Dairies – “every penny of additional revenues paid to Wiseman was
passed directly to our suppliers.” 

Corporate Watch report – Farm production cost for milk (2001-2) was 
18-21p per litre. The ‘farmgate price’ paid was 18.5p. The total income
from UK farming fell by 70% from its 1996 high to a low of £1.8 billion in
2001/2 in the year of foot and mouth. (DEFRA statistics).

Arla £0
Asda £9.39m
Dairy Crest £7.14m
McLelland £1.66m
Safeway £5.69m
Sainsbury’s £11.04m
Tesco £10.43m
The Cheese Company £1.26m
Wiseman £3.2m
Source: OFTSA
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8 
background
In 2004, the costs of airlines were  soaring as the price of
jet fuel rose.  Passenger fuel surcharges were introduced to
help the airlines with the rising cost of jet fuel and have come
to make up a significant part of the price of an airline ticket.

When introduced in May 2004, the charge was £5 return for
long-haul flights, but soared to as much as £70 for a return
flight as companies tried to pass on rising costs to consumers.
Similar surcharges were applied to cargo.

Most airlines lowered the surcharges as oil prices came
down from record highs, but they have since risen again. 

The issue
The Office of Fair Trading in the UK and the US Department
of Justice have been investigating allegations of price fixing
by BA in relation to fuel surcharges on long-haul passenger
and cargo flights.

The airline's chief executive, Willie Walsh, has admitted 
that members of staff breached company rules - and had
contacted a competitor, Virgin Atlantic, over the level at
which fuel surcharges were to be set. According to the 
version of events given by BA, on three of the six occasions
that the firms colluded, it was Virgin which approached BA
about plans to change its fuel surcharge.

In 2006, Virgin approached the OFT and ‘tipped them off’
about the pricing arrangements. Meanwhile, the US 
Department of Justice was also beginning an investigation
into cargo surcharges.

Key Quotes
US Dept of Justice – “Any person who flew on a British airways flight 
between the UK and US paid more for their airline tickets as a result of this
illegal cartel.”

BBC Business Editor Robert Peston – “the collusion between BA and Virgin 
Atlantic was as blatant a breach of competition law as it's possible to
imagine. This was not a careless accident. The two big birds... were not
competing properly on price over an extended period: they were giving
each other comfort that they would not undercut each other on the fuel 
surcharge.”

background
In 2010 the UK government was trying to cut £20bn a
year from the NHS’s £78bn budget by 2014-15. In theory,
those reforms should signal a bigger role for the private
sector, responsible for just £13.5bn of UK healthcare.
However, those firms were under financial pressure 
with “onerous property leases, ballooning debts and
plummeting fees,”

General Healthcare Group (GHG) – the UK’s biggest private
hospital operator, with 81 hospitals and 28pc of the 
market. It’s spiralling debts of £2.3bn sparked fears it
could face administration or take-over, and negotiations
with its biggest customer Bupa led to fees being slashed
by between 3pc and 6pc. Private healthcare providers
are in a market characterised by over-capacity, lower
fees, fewer privately insured patients and NHS cutbacks. 

Market Data
The main funding source for the country’s independently-run hospitals are patients with
private medical cover.” However, this has fallen over the past five years, generating just
“59pc [£2.3bn] of revenues in 2010, compared to 65pc in 2005”.

According to Laing & Buisson, private hospitals have been protected from this shrinking
market by a rise in NHS patients, which now accounts for a quarter of their income
compared with just 14pc in 2005. But this alternative source of revenue won’t last, the
report adds.

“What’s more,” says the study, “in addition to static income… this private healthcare
pot is being shared by an increased supply of capacity”, with a record 515 independent
medical hospitals at mid-2011, compared with 454 in mid-2010. 

Only 8m people out of a population of 70m in the UK have some sort of private or 
self-pay mechanism. 

The issue
The NHS increasingly relies upon the resources of the 
private health care providers to provide a proportion of 
the care they offer. The Department of Health state that
where there is competition and choice of hospital provider,
it leads to better outcomes – satisfaction for patients and
improved hospital management. However, that reliance is
compromised if there is a risk of the private hospitals
closing down, due to financial problems. 

Key Quotes
Bupa International – “There is a lot of urgency around this investigation. The lack of
competition among private hospitals has pushed the price of health insurance to
unsustainable levels. We have been saying for some time there’s a need for greater
competition and efficiency in the private hospital market and are pleased the OFT
has recognised this. Clearly, there needs to be a change in the private market in
the UK.” 

Industry spokesman – “The issue is that the consequence of failure in the
retail sector is that you lose your money. Whereas the consequences of 
failure in healthcare is far more profound. It is fair to question: what is the cost for
society when one of these companies does fail?” 

Market Data
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